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Abstract
The Policy Research Working Paper Series disseminates the findings of work in progress to encourage the exchange of ideas about development 
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Policy Research Working Paper 5245
This paper provides an overview of the various ways in 
which mixing qualitative and quantitative methods could 
add value to monitoring and evaluating development 
projects. In particular it examines how qualitative 
methods could address some of the limitations of 
randomized trials and other quantitative impact 
evaluation methods; it also explores the importance 
of examining “process” in addition to “impact”, 
This paper—a product of the Poverty and Inequality Team, Development Research Group—is part of a larger effort in 
the department to integrate qualitative and quantitative methods for monitoring and evaluation. Policy Research Working 
Papers are also posted on the Web at http://econ.worldbank.org. The author may be contacted at vrao@worldbank.org.  
distinguishing design from implementation failures, and 
the value of mixed methods in the real-time monitoring 
of projects. It concludes by suggesting topics for 
future research—including the use of mixed methods 
in constructing counterfactuals, and in conducting 
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In recent years there have been increasing demands to measure the effectiveness of international 
development projects. This demand has emerged in response to two concerns:  (1) Heightened 
criticism that most development agencies report only their outputs (e.g., number of teachers 
trained, kilometers of roads built) rather than outcomes; and (2) Concerns that, despite 
assurances that development resources have contributed to the reduction of illiteracy and 
poverty, little reliable information has actually been presented to show that this is in fact the 
case.
2 This has led to a demand for more effective and innovative ways to monitor and evaluate 
the nature and extent of impacts stemming from development initiatives (Rao and Woolcock 
2003). 
 
Quantitatively oriented development researchers, if not the development community as a whole, 
have responded enthusiastically to the evaluation challenge. In the last decade there has been an 
explosion of quantitative impact evaluations of program interventions in international 
development. This has been driven both by trends within academia and pressure from 
international organizations like the World Bank, and has culminated in efforts to adopt the 
standards and methods of bio-medical clinical trials in making knowledge claims about the 
effectiveness of particular interventions. Some development economists (e.g., Banerjee 2007, 
Duflo and Kremer 2005) have gone as far as to argue that randomized trials should be central to 
development practice, and that knowledge claims based on alternative approaches are not merely 
inferior, but inherently suspect. Others (Deaton 2009, Ravallion 2008), while accepting the 
central importance of quantitative evaluations, question the exclusive reliance placed by the 
“randomistas” on randomization and make the case that careful theorizing and tests of hypothesis 
that derive from theory, along with other types of quantitative methodologies – propensity score 
matching, careful structural modeling, and instrumental variables – should be not be so easily 
dismissed.  The central concern of all these quantitative techniques is with obtaining statistically 
rigorous counterfactuals. 
 
                                                 
1 The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors alone, and should be attributed to the respective 
organizations with which they are affiliated. Email addresses for correspondence: jmichaelbamberger@gmail.com, 
vrao@worldbank.org, and mwoolcock@worldbank.org. We thank the Handbook’s editors for helpful comments, 
and our respective collaborators for all that they have taught us on these complex issues over many years.  
2 The absence of evidence cuts both ways of course: critics also have little empirical basis on which to claim that 
development projects unambiguously haven’t worked. 2 
 
The strong claims by quantitative development researchers to have the best (the “gold standard”), 
or even the only acceptable way to evaluate the effectiveness of development assistance has 
created a strong reaction from other sectors of the development community.
3  While some argue 
that randomization is rarely possible in developing countries, that the rigorous designs introduce 
an inflexibility that makes it difficult to understand the complex environment in which 
development projects operate, or that there are fundamental methodological issues with the 
approaches, many take the view that randomized and strong statistical designs are only one of a 
number of approaches to development evaluation.  For example, NONIE (the Network of 
Networks on Impact Evaluation
4) recently published “NONIE Guidance on Impact Evaluation” 
(April 2009) which recognized the importance of rigorous quantitative methods for addressing 
issues of causal attribution but recommended that evaluators should use a mixed method 
approach that combines the strengths of a range of quantitative and qualitative methods.  In the 
latest edition of his Utilization Focused Evaluation, Patton (2008) lays out an extensive menu of 
different evaluation designs that can be used to address different kinds of evaluation questions. 
 
None of the quantitatively oriented development participants in this debate, however, question 
the singularity of the econometric analysis of survey-based data as the core method of relevance 
for impact evaluations. Outside the context of impact evaluations, most work by economists on 
development questions also remains entirely econometric, though there is an increasing (and 
welcome) trend towards direct engagement in fieldwork and having survey data be analyzed by 
the person(s) who collected it, which in turn has led to a deeper and richer understanding of 
development problems. However, given that a central challenge in international development is 
that the decision makers (development economists included) are in the business of studying 
people separated from themselves by vast distances – social, economic, political and geographic 
– there is a strong case for using mixed methods to both help close this distance and to more 
accurately discern how outcomes (positive, negative, or indifferent) are obtained, and how any 
such outcomes vary over time and space (context).  
 
By restricting themselves to the econometric analysis of survey data, development economists 
are boxed into a Cartesian trap: the questions they ask are constrained by the limitations inherent 
in the process by which quantitative data from closed-ended questions in surveys are collected 
(Rao and Woolcock 2003). As such, they are limited in their ability to ask important questions 
about the social, cultural and political context within which development problems are 
embedded. They even miss important aspects of some critical economic issues such as, for 
instance, the heterogeneity that underlies what are known as “informal” economies (i.e., labor 
markets that function outside formal salary and wage structures) and tend to overlook marginal 
markets that are centrally important for policy – such as the market for drugs, political favors, 
and sex – all of which require a strong degree of rapport with respondents that a short visit to 
field a questionnaire will not provide. A related criticism (to which we return later) is that many 
kinds of econometric analysis fail to examine what actually happens during the process of project 
implementation (the “black box”) and consequently are unable to determine the extent to which 
failure to achieve intended impacts is due to “design failure” or to “implementation failure”.  In 
                                                 
3 See also the critique of philosophers, such as Cartwright (2007). 
4 NONIE is supported by and brings together the DAC Evaluation Network, the Evaluation Cooperation Group of 
the multilateral finance institutions, the International Organization for Cooperation in Evaluation, and the UN 
Evaluation Group 3 
 
other words, their research questions are being shaped by their data instead of their data by the 
questions. A strong case can be made that such questions require a more eclectic approach to 
data, one that mixes participation, observation, the analysis of text-based information (e.g., from 
tape recordings of village meetings or newspaper articles), free-ranging open-ended interviews 
with key informants and focus groups, and other such types of information that can be loosely 
called “qualitative data”. The name is a bit of a misnomer, however, since a lot of qualitative 
data can be coded, quantified and econometrically analyzed. This distinction should therefore be 
more appropriately between data collected from structured, closed-ended questions and non-
structured, open-ended, modes of enquiry. 
 
Another argument for using mixed methods is that most program assessments have focused on 
assessing the tangible changes that can be measured over the 3-5 year life of most projects and 
programs funded by international (and national) development agencies. While there are a few 
large-scale and high profile impact evaluations that are cited in the literature, most attempts to 
assess impacts are based on evaluations that are not commissioned until late in the project and 
that have to be conducted over a short period of time and on a relatively modest budget. This is 
far from ideal, and concerted efforts need to be made to build impact evaluations into projects 
from their inception, but it is the reality that evaluators must confront and to which they should 
be expected to be able to make a constructive and valid contribution; mixed methods can be a 
useful approach to making such a contribution. Finally many evaluations, particularly those that 
are non-quantitative, have a systematic positive bias (Bamberger 2009b) because the short period 
that consultants are in the field frequently means that only project beneficiaries and agencies 
directly involved in project implementation are interviewed and most of these tend to have a 
favorable impression of the project (as they are the people who have benefited directly). As such, 
many project evaluations do not interview anyone who is not a beneficiary or at least involved in 
the project. Employing a mixed methods design can help to more accurately identify comparable 
‘non-participant’ locations and individuals, and specify what a plausible ‘counterfactual’ – that 
is, what might have happened to participants were it not for the project – might look like in a 
given case (Morgan and Winship 2007). 
 
Finally, there is increasing acceptance of the idea that monitoring is as central to good 
development practice as evaluation.  Evaluations tell us how well a project worked; monitoring 
provides real time feedback, allowing the project to learn by doing and to adjust design to 
ground-level realities.  A well designed monitoring system can often strengthen the baseline data 
required for pretest-posttest evaluation design, in some cases complementing a baseline survey 
by adding more project-related data and in others providing baseline data when the late 
commissioning of the evaluation did not permit the use of a baseline survey. While evaluations 
are now broadly perceived as central to development practice and have received a lot of 
intellectual attention, scholars and practitioners have paid less attention to monitoring methods.  
Here again mixed-methods can provide the flexibility to integrate good monitoring practices 
within evaluation designs.  
 
The response to these contending pressures has been a very lively but as yet unresolved debate 
on the optimal way to monitor and evaluate the impacts of development assistance. Many aspects 
of these debates are philosophical and are couched in terms that are inherently contested (and 
thus will never have a neat resolution), but we will argue in this chapter that mixed method 4 
 
approaches can nonetheless contribute to these debates in substantively important ways. The 
chapter proceeds as follows. Section II explores five key issues at the center of debates 
pertaining to project evaluation in developing countries
5. Section III moves from ‘first 
principles’ to pragmatism, stressing how evaluators can use mixed methods in the less-than-ideal 
circumstances they are likely to encounter in the field, and especially in developing countries. 
Section IV focuses on the importance of understanding project processes and contexts, and 
building effective monitoring systems. Section V considers some specific way in which mixed 
methods can improve qualitative evaluations. Specific case studies of mixed methods evaluation 
in international development programs are provided in Section VI. Section VII concludes by 
considering the ongoing challenges and opportunities for using mixed methods in project 
evaluation in developing countries. 
 
 
II. Using Mixed Methods in Project Evaluation and Monitoring: Five Key Issues 
 
Among the many issues that confront program evaluators, at least five speak to the importance of 
using mixed methods. The first is the principle that the questions being posed should determine 
the research methods being used, not the other way around. As noted above, while most 
economists argue that randomized control trials (with strong quasi-experimental designs as a 
second best)
6 should be considered the “gold standard” for impact evaluation (see next point), 
two counter-arguments can be considered. One is that there are many different kinds of 
development assistance ranging in complexity and scope from the kinds of clearly defined 
projects for which conventional impact evaluation models were designed, to complex, multi-
component national level programs that involve many donors, numerous national agencies and 
line ministries, and which often have no clear definition of their scope or intended outcomes and 
impacts
7. We argue that the great diversity of projects requires the use of a range of 
correspondingly different evaluation methodologies, and specifically that strong statistical 
project level designs are often inappropriate for the more complex, multi-component programs. 
We recognize, however, that certain aspects of these complex programs can usefully be 
subjected to randomized designs (see, for example, Olken 2007). The second counter-argument 
is that evaluations are conducted to address a wide range of operational and policy questions – 
i.e., not just average treatment effects – and that, as such, different methodologies are required 
depending on the specific information needs of particular clients
8. 
 
                                                 
5 All of these issues are also relevant to the application of mixed methods evaluations in industrialized countries. 
6 We will refer to RCT and strong quasi-experimental designs as strong statistical designs. 
7 Some of the dimensions that can be used for classifying evaluation scenarios include: (1) Evaluation purpose, (2) 
Level at which the evaluation is conducted, (3) Program size or scale, (4) Complexity of the evaluand, (5) size of the 
evaluation budget, (6) Stage of the project at which the evaluation is commissioned, (7) Duration of the evaluation, 
(8) Who is the client, (9) Who will conduct the evaluation, (10) level of required statistical rigor, (11) Location of 
the evaluation design on the QUANT/QUAL continuum, and (12) Source of data (primary, secondary, both). 
8 Examples of evaluation purpose include: (1) Generalizability (assessing the feasibility of replicating or scaling up 
an intervention, (2) Developmental (tracking emergent, complex interventions), (3) Accountability (Ensuring 
accountability for results), (4) Contribution/substitution (assessing the contribution of different donors to 
comprehensive, collaborative interventions, or assessing with donor funding produces a net increase in funding for a 
program or whether this replaces previously allocated government funding). Source: Adapted from NONIE 2008. 5 
 
Figure 1 illustrates how a mixed method approach can be used for multiple-level analysis of a 
complex education program that must be assessed simultaneously at the level of the school 
district, the school, the classroom and the individual student or teacher. Similar multi-level 
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One of the emerging questions is whether there are alternatives to the statistical counterfactual 
that can be used in attribution analysis when it is not possible to use a quasi-experimental design 
with a well-matched comparison group. Most of the alternatives to the strong statistical designs 
rely on mixed method approaches that often combine case studies of households, communities or 
organizations with key informant interviews and/or focus groups, with the synthesis of available 
quantitative data sources being used to ensure that the qualitative data is adequately 
representative and to permit the extrapolation of the findings to other populations. The 
development of valid alternatives to the statistical counterfactual is still a new and emerging 
field, one that usually relies on a combination of methods to “reconstruct” a hypothetical 
scenario absent the project intervention. Some of the techniques that are used include: using two 
or more program theory models to compare expected outcomes under the intended project design 
and alternative hypotheses; participatory techniques such as PRA to obtain beneficiary 
perceptions on causality; concept mapping (Kane and Trochim 2007); and techniques such as 
Theory of Change (Morra and Rist 2009: 150-169). All of these approaches rely on combining 
different types of data collection and analysis. This field is still in its infancy, but to the extent 
that strong statistical designs can only be used in a small minority of evaluations, is a potentially 
very important area for which mixed method approaches are well suited. Assessing how well 




The second issue concerns the application of strong statistical designs in development contexts. 
We will not revisit the ongoing debate about the technical, ethical, political and practical merits 
of RCTs and other statistical designs, but will only consider contexts in which it has already been 
agreed to use one or other of these designs. While these designs have significant statistical 
advantages in terms of the elimination or reduction of project selection and sample selection 
bias, when used on their own these designs have a number of fundamental weaknesses. We argue 
that mixed methods can significantly strengthen the validity and operational utility of these 
designs, as well as the design and implementation of more traditional quantitative evaluation 
strategies using double difference and matching strategies. Indeed, we argue that “rigor” is not 
determined solely by the use of a particular method as such, but rather the appropriateness of the 
‘fit’ between the nature of the problem being assessed and the particular methods (singular or in 
combination) deployed in response to it, given prevailing time, political, financial, ethical and 
logistical constraints. 
 
The following are some important ways in which mixed methods can contribute to further 
strengthening these designs: 
 
(a) Most strong quantitative impact evaluation designs [strong designs for short] use a pre-post 
test comparison design. Information is usually not collected on the process of project 
implementation.  Understanding “process” is the central concern of monitoring and, we would 
argue that effective monitoring is necessary for effective evaluation.  For instance, if the analysis 
does not find any statistically significant differences between the project and comparison groups, 
it is not possible to determine whether this is due to design failure (the proposed design is not 
appropriate to achieve the intended objectives in the particular context) or to implementation 
failure (the project was not implemented as planned so it is not possible to assess the validity of 
the project design or to recommend whether the project should be replicated). A mixed methods 
approach could incorporate process analysis through the use of qualitative techniques such as 
participant observation, key informant interviews and focus groups to assess the process of 
project implementation and how this affected program outcomes and impacts. Similarly, the 
absence of process data precludes analysis of the nature and extent of impact trajectories—that 
is, whether and how a project is performing not just with respect to a counterfactual, but with 
respect to what theory, evidence or experience would suggest that particular type of project 
should be achieving, given how long it has been implemented (Woolcock 2009). Most 
evaluations, for example, assume that project impact is monotonic and linear, whereas 
experience alone would suggest that, for even the most carefully designed and faithfully 
implemented project, this assumption is not often valid.  
 
(b) Most traditional evaluation designs rely on a limited number of uni-dimensional quantitative 
indicators to measure project impacts and outcomes. However, many constructs (such as poverty, 
empowerment, community organization and leadership) are complex and multidimensional, 
rendering conventional quantitative indicators vulnerable to construct validity issues. Mixed 
methods can contribute a range of qualitative indicators as well as generating case studies and in-
depth interviews to help understand the meaning of the statistical indicators. These indicators can 




(c) Most quantitative data collection methods are not appropriate for collecting information on 
sensitive topics (such as domestic violence, operation of community and other kinds of 
organizations, social and cultural factors limiting access to services), or for locating and 
interviewing difficult-to-reach groups (e.g., crime bosses, sex workers, members of marginalized 
social groups). There are a range of mixed methods techniques that can help address these issues. 
 
(d) Strong designs are usually inflexible in that the same data collection instrument, measuring 
the same indicators must be applied to the same (or an equivalent) sample before and after the 
project has been implemented.   This makes them much less effective for real-time learning by 
doing, and for monitoring.  Projects are almost never implemented exactly as planned (Mosse 
2005) and consequently the evaluation design must have the flexibility to adjust to changes in, 
for example: project treatments and how they are implemented; definition of the target 
population; and changes in the composition of the control group. Mixed methods can provide a 
number of rapid feedback techniques to provide this flexibility to adapt to changing 
circumstances. 
 
(e) Strong designs are also criticized for ignoring (or being unable to incorporate the range of) 
the local contexts in which each project is implemented, which in turn can produce significant 
differences in the outcomes of projects in different locations. Mixed methods can help provide 
detailed contextual analysis. A well-designed monitoring system can document differences in the 
quality or speed of implementation in different project locations that might suggest the operation 
of local contextual factors.  However, the analysis of these factors will normally require 
broadening the scope of conventional monitoring systems by the incorporation of some of the 
mixed method data collection and analysis techniques discussed in Section IV. 
 
(f) Similarly, RTCs and other quantitative evaluation methods designed to estimate the average 
treatment effects do not capture heterogeneity in the treatment effect (Deaton 2009).  While there 
are useful quantitative techniques designed to deal with treatment heterogeneity, qualitative 
methods can also be a strong aid to understanding how the treatment may have varied across the 
target population. 
 
(g) Sample selection for strong designs is often based on the use of existing sample frames that 
were developed for administrative purposes (such as determining eligibility for targeted 
government programs). In many cases these sampling frames exclude significant sectors of the 
population of interest, usually without this being recognized. This is particularly true of 
regression discontinuity designs that necessarily exclude target populations outside the range of 
the discontinuity within which the treatment effect is identified. Mixed methods can strengthen 
sample coverage through a number of techniques such as on-the-ground surveys in selected 
small areas to help identify people or units that have been excluded.  
 
The third set of issues concern adapting impact evaluation to the real-world contexts and 
constraints under which most evaluations are conducted in developing countries. While 
evaluation textbooks provide extensive treatment of rigorous impact evaluation designs – that is, 
designs that can be conducted in situations where the evaluator has an adequate budget, a 
reasonable amount of time to design, conduct and analyze the evaluation findings, access to most 
of the essential data, and a “reasonable” degree of political and organization support – most 8 
 
textbooks offer very little advice on how to conduct a methodologically robust impact evaluation 
when one or more of these conditions do not obtain. Most of the recent debates have focused on 
advocating or criticizing the use of RCTs and strong quasi-experimental designs, and there has 
been almost no discussion in the literature on how mixed methods can help improve the conduct 
of impact evaluations in the vast majority of cases where rigorous statistical designs cannot be 
employed
9. For many evaluation professionals, particularly those working in developing 
countries, the debates on the merits and limitations of statistically strong impact evaluation 
designs are of no more than academic interest as many may never (and are highly unlikely to) 
have an opportunity to apply any of these designs during their whole professional career
10. (In 
the following section we will discuss how mixed methods evaluation can help adapt evaluation 
theory to the real-world time, budget, data and political constraints under which most evaluations 
are conducted in developing countries.) 
 
A fourth set of issues reflect the widespread concern about the low rate of evaluation utilization 
(Patton 2008). Many methodologically sound evaluations are not used or do not contribute to the 
kinds of changes for which they were commissioned. There are many reasons for this 
(Bamberger, Mackay and Ooi 2004, 2005; Pritchett 2002), but high among them is the fact that 
evaluation designs often do not have the flexibility to respond to the priority questions of 
concern to stakeholders, or that the findings were not available when required or did not use a 
communication style with which clients were comfortable. Often the evaluation paradigm 
(whether quantitative or qualitative) was not accepted by some of the stakeholders. While mixed 
method approaches do not offer a panacea for all of the factors affecting the utilization of 
evaluation, they can mitigate some of the common causes of low uptake. For example, purely 
quantitative designs – with their requirement for standardized indicators, samples and data 
collection instruments – usually do not have the flexibility to respond to the wide range of 
questions from different stakeholders, whereas qualitative techniques usually do have this 
flexibility. Mixed methods can also incorporate process analysis into a conventional pre-
test/post-test design, thus making it possible to provide regular feedback on issues arising during 
implementation and to provide initial indications of potential outcomes throughout the life of the 
project, hence increasing the ability to provide timely response to stakeholder information needs. 
The collection of both quantitative and qualitative information also makes it possible to use 
different communication styles for presenting the findings to different audiences. Reports on 
case studies, perhaps complemented by videos or photographs, can respond to the needs of 
audiences preferring a human interest focus, while the statistical data can be presented in tables 
and charts to other more quantitatively oriented stakeholders. 
 
III. Using Mixed Methods to Conduct Evaluations under Real-World Constraints 
 
When actually conducting evaluations of development projects, one frequently faces one or more 
of the following political and institutional constraints, all of which affect the ability to design and 
                                                 
9 Although no formal statistics are available, the present authors would estimate that pretest/posttest comparison 
group designs are used in less than 25% of impact evaluations, and quite probably in less than 10% of cases.  
10 One of the authors organizes an annual workshop (International Program for Development Evaluation Training) 
for 30-40 experienced evaluation professionals working in developing countries. Every year he polls them on how 
many have been involved in a strong statistical evaluation design, and often not a single participant has ever had the 
opportunity to use one of these design. 9 
 
implement “rigorous” impact evaluations. First, many evaluations are conducted on a tight 
budget which limits the ability to carefully develop and test data collection instruments, and 
which often makes it impossible to use the sample sizes that would be required to detect 
statistically significant impacts, particularly for the many situations in which even well-designed 
projects can only be expected to produce a small change.  
 
Second, many evaluations are conducted with a very tight deadline which limits the time 
available for data collection and often the amount of time that consultants (many of whom are 
expensive foreigners) can spend in the field. Another dimension of the time constraint is that 
evaluators are often asked to assess outcomes or impacts when it is too early in the project cycle 
to be able to obtain such estimates. A less discussed but equally salient constraint is the limited 
time that clients and other stakeholders are able, or willing, to discuss the evaluation design or 
the preliminary findings. Consequently, if program theory models are developed there will often 
be very little input from clients, thereby defeating the intention of ensuring that stakeholders are 
fully engaged in the definition of the program model that is being tested and the output and 
impact indicators that are being measured 
 
Third, many evaluations have very limited access to the kinds of data required for constructing 
baselines or comparison groups. This is particularly problematic in those cases (probably the 
majority) where the evaluation is not commissioned until late in the project cycle. Frequently no 
baseline data has been collected on the project group and no attempt was made to identify a 
plausible comparison group. Sometimes project administrative records or surveys designed for 
other purposes may provide some data but often it does not cover the right population, contain 
the right questions, collect information from the right people (only the “household head” but not 
the spouse or other important household members), or refer to the right time period. In other 
cases the information is incomplete or of a questionable quality. Another dimension of the data 
constraint is when the data collection instruments are not well suited for obtaining information 
on sensitive topics (sexual practices, illegal/illicit sources of income, corruption or domestic 
violence), or for identifying and interviewing difficult-to-reach groups (e.g., those who are HIV 
positive, drug users, illegal immigrants). 
 
The fourth, and final, set of constraints relate to political and organizational pressures that affect 
how the evaluation is formulated, designed, implemented, analyzed and disseminated. These are 
all influenced, for example, by what issues are studied (and not studied), which groups are 
interviewed (and not interviewed), what kinds of information are made available (and withheld), 
who sees the draft report and is asked to comment (and who does not), and how the findings are 
disseminated. The pressures can range from a subtle hint that “this is not the time to rock the 
boat”, to a categorical instruction from public authorities that it will not be possible to interview 
families or communities that have not benefited from the project. 
 
The combined influence of these factors can have a major influence on the type of design that 
can be used, the sample sizes, the use of statistical significance tests and the levels of 
methodological rigor (validity) that can be achieved. A frequent problem is that the tight budget 
and the short timeframe that consultants can spend in the field is often considered as a 
justification for only visiting project sites and only interviewing beneficiaries and stakeholders 
directly involved in (and usually benefiting from ) the project. As a result, many evaluations 10 
 
have a systematic positive bias because they only obtain information from beneficiaries. As these 
rapid (but flawed) evaluation approaches show funding and implementing agencies in a good 
light, there has been much less concern about the widespread use of these fundamentally flawed 
methodologies than might have been expected.   
 
Other common problems include: the sample sizes being too small to be able to detect impacts 
even when they do exist; techniques such as focus groups are often seen as a “quick and dirty” 
way to capture community or group opinions when there is neither time nor money to conduct 
sample surveys and accepted practices for selection of subjects or avoiding bias in data collection 
and analysis are ignored; attribution is based on comparisons with poorly selected and not very 
representative control groups; data is only collected from one household member (often whoever 
is available) even when the study requires that information and opinions are collected from 
several household members. 
 
Many quantitative evaluation designs are commissioned late in the project cycle and rely on 
secondary data from previous surveys for the baseline comparison. However, as the secondary 
surveys were normally commissioned for a different purpose than the project evaluation 
(national income and expenditure panel survey, national health or nutrition survey) it will often 
be found that the surveys do not contain all of the required information (particularly concerning 
specific information on access to the project), do not collect information from the requisite 
people, were not conducted at the right time or do not completely cover the target population. 
While statistical techniques such as propensity score matching and instrumental variables can 
help strengthen the match of the project and comparison groups and eliminate some kinds of 
selection bias, there are a number of challenges that normally cannot be resolved. In addition to 
the above problems of sample coverage, who was interviewed etc, a major challenge frequently 
concerns missing information on differences between the project and comparison populations 
that might explain some of the post-project differences (e.g., in income, school test performance, 
infant mortality) that are assumed to have been produced (at least in part) by the project. For 
example, the women who apply for small business loans may mainly come from the small group 
of women who have the self-confidence and experience to start a business, or who have an 
unusually high degree of control over household decision-making or who have husbands 
supportive of their economic independence.  Most applied econometric analysis tries to 
downplay the importance of these “unobservables” by assuming they are “time invariant” and 
consequently can be differenced out by using panel data. However, this assumption is often 
highly questionable, particularly when the researcher may have no idea what these factors might 
be.   
 
A final challenge, one that will be discussed in more detail in the following section, concerns the 
lack of information on what happened during the project implementation process. Projects are 
rarely implemented according to plan, and often access to services and the quality of the services 
will be significantly less than planned. Consequently, in explaining why intended outcomes and 
impacts were not achieved, it is essential to know whether lack of results was due to design 
failure (the basic design did not work in this context) or whether problems were due to 
implementation failure. In real-world evaluation contexts the information is often not available to 
make this judgment. 
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How can mixed methods address these real-world challenges? 
 
Mixed method approaches combine quantitative approaches that permit estimates of magnitude 
and distribution of effects, generalization and tests of statistical differences with qualitative 
approaches that permit in-depth description, analysis of processes and patterns of social 
interaction. These integrated approaches provide the flexibility to fill in gaps in the available 
information, to use triangulation to strengthen the validity of estimates, and to provide different 
perspectives on complex, multi-dimensional phenomena. When working under real-world 
constraints, a well designed mixed-methods approach can use the available time and resources to 
maximize the range and validity of information. The following are some of the specific ways that 
mixed methods can strengthen the impact evaluation design when working with real-world 
constraints. 
 
Reconstructing baseline data. There are a number of qualitative techniques that can be used to 
reconstruct baseline data. These include: recall, key informants, participatory group interview 
techniques (such as PRA), and the analysis of administrative records (such as school attendance, 
patient records from health clinics, sales records from agricultural markets) (see Bamberger 
2009a). Ideally a triangulation strategy should be used to increase validity by comparing 
estimates from different sources. Most of the above sources use purposive, often opportunistic, 
sampling methods relying on information that is easily accessible, and consequently there are 
questions of bias or non-representativity. A mixed method strategy can include statistical 
methods either to use random sampling techniques (for example to select the schools or clinics) 
or to assess the potential direction and magnitude of bias. 
 
A well-designed monitoring system can often provide at least some of the baseline data required 
for impact evaluation (see following section).  However, experience has shown that the 
generation of data in the format required for impact analysis will usually require the active 
participation of the evaluator in the design of the monitoring system, both to ensure that the 
required information is collected and also to ensure that it is organized and filed in a way that 
will be suitable for the evaluation.  Often potentially valuable monitoring data has proved 
impossible to use for evaluation because certain critical classification data (such as code numbers 
identifying beneficiaries, types of services received, reasons for dropping out of the project etc.) 
have not been included or recorded systematically.  In other cases the information is incomplete 
or some has been mislaid because staff did not realize that this information was intended for use 
in the evaluation.  Sometimes the quality of the information could have been greatly enhanced if 
the evaluation budget could have funded additional administrative staff (usually at a very small 
cost) to collect and organize the additional information. Very often these simple organizational 
tasks are overlooked, or the evaluator is not involved until a later stage of the project – by which 
time it is often too late to put the system in place. 
 
Observing unobservables. An important application of the baseline reconstruction techniques is 
to identify important missing variables from the secondary data sets and to provide estimates of 
these variables. In the case of the previous micro-credit project, techniques such as focus groups 
or key informant interviews could be used to identify differences between women who did and 
did not apply for loans that might affect project outcomes (such as successful launch of a small 
business). If possible, a small sample of beneficiaries and non-beneficiaries would then be 12 
 
visited to try to reconstruct information on factors such as prior business experience, attitude of 
the husband to his wife’s business initiatives, and self-confidence. If a rapid sample survey is not 
possible, a second (if less satisfactory) option might be key informant interviews or focus groups 
providing information on project and non-project women. As always, the mixed methods 
approach will include quantitative methods to assess and control for selection bias. Even in 
strong statistical designs, good qualitative research can also help to ‘observe’ variables that 
might otherwise be a source of omitted and/or unobserved variable bias, and potentially suggest 
other instrumental variables that could be incorporated into regression analysis. 
 
Identifying a range of impact evaluation design options. When real-world constraints make it 
impossible to use the strongest statistical designs, the evaluator should identify the range of 
possible design options (going from the most to the least statistically rigorous) and identify 
which design options are feasible within the prevailing constraints and can achieve an acceptable 
minimum level of methodological rigor (see below). The possible designs should be assessed in 
terms of their adequacy for the purposes of the present evaluation, and ways to strengthen 
validity through the combination of different methods should be considered.   
 
Rapid and economical data collection methods. There are a number of techniques that can be 
used to reduce the costs and/or time required for data collection (Bamberger, Rugh and Mabry 
2006). These include: shortening the data collection instrument by eliminating non-essential 
information; using more economical data collectors (school teachers or nurses instead of 
professional enumerators); collecting information from groups rather than individuals (focus 
groups etc); direct observation rather than interviews (for example to estimate community travel 
patterns); using secondary sources; and building required data into project monitoring and 
similar administrative records. All of these techniques have potential issues of quality and 
representativity, and as such it is important to assess these trade-offs between cost/time and 
validity when defining the data collection strategy. 
 
Threat to validity. While validity should be assessed for all evaluations, the above approaches for 
reducing costs and time and working with less robust evaluation designs significantly increases 
the range and potential severity of threats to validity. The use of mixed methods also introduces 
additional validity issues. The use of a threats-to-validity checklist is recommended to 
systematically assess the potential threats, their severity and possible measures that can be taken 
to address them
11. A key point of using mixed methods, however, is to triangulate data sources 
so as to check the validity of one instrument against another. Again, even in evaluations 
deploying strong statistical designs using large household surveys, qualitative methods such as 
anchoring vignettes (King et al 2004) can be used to ensure that survey respondents in different 
contexts are in fact interpreting questions in the same way. 
 
IV. Strengthening Monitoring Systems: Understanding Project Processes and Contexts 
 
Projects are almost never implemented exactly as planned and there are often significant 
variations in implementation in different project locations. Consequently, if the analysis finds no 
                                                 
11 A pilot version of a threats to validity checklist developed by Bamberger and Rugh (2008) is available at 
http://www.realworldevaluation.org/RealWorld_Evaluation_resour.html 13 
 
statistically significant differences between the change in indicators of intended 
outcomes/impacts between the project and comparison group, the conventional evaluation 
designs cannot distinguish between two alternative explanations: 
  The project was implemented more or less as planned, so the lack of statistical outcome 
differences suggests there are weaknesses in the project logic and design (at least for this 
particular context) and the initial recommendation would be that the project should not be 
replicated or at least not until it has been redesigned (alternative policy recommendation 
A in figure 2). 
  There were significant problems or deviations during project implementation so it was 
not possible to test the logic of the project design. Consequently the initial 
recommendation might be that another pilot project should be funded with more attention 
to implementation (alternative policy recommendation B in figure 2). 
 
These two alternatives are shown in Figure 2.  
Figure 2.  Alternative policy recommendations when pretest-posttest control group comparisons find no 


































A weakness of many conventional impact evaluation designs is that they use a pre-test/posttest 
comparison group design that only collects data at the start and end of the project and does not 
examine what happened during the process of project implementation and how this might have 
affected outcomes. Consequently, as shown in figure 2, these designs are not able to distinguish 
between the alternative explanations of design failure and implementation failure. Mixed method 
designs, by combining statistical analysis with techniques for monitoring implementation, can 
test both of these hypotheses and hence considerably enhance the operational and policy utility 











































Figure 3 presents a stylized model that provides a framework for assessing both the quality of 
project implementation and the level of conformity to the original implementation plan and 
contextual factors that affect both overall implementation and factors explaining variations of 
performance in different project settings. Steps P-1 through P-7 describe the typical stages of the 
project implementation process, while Boxes C-1 through C-5 identify five sets of contextual 
factors such as the local, regional and national economy; the policy and political environment; 
the institutional and operational environment; the physical environment (droughts, floods, soil 
erosion etc); and the socio-economic and cultural characteristics of the affected populations that 
can affect implementation and impacts in different locations. 
 
While some contextual factors can be measured quantitatively (for example, percentage changes 
in indicators such as unemployment), others will usually be measured qualitatively (for example, 
assessing whether the local political context is supportive of, neutral or opposed to the project
12; 
the capacity and performance of local agencies involved in the project). The decision whether to 
use quantitative and/or qualitative indicators will also depend on data availability, so that in one 
country opinion polls or citizen report cards may provide detailed statistical data on attitudes to 
the performance of public service agencies, while in another country the rating may be based on 
the opinion of the local consultant or the pooled views of several key informants. For large 
projects with a longer time horizon and more resources, it may be possible to commission local 
researchers to conduct an in-depth diagnostic study covering all of these factors, but more 
commonly the ratings will be based on rapid data collection. Often mixed method data 
transformation techniques will be used so that qualitative ratings are aggregated into dummy 
variables that can be incorporated into regression analyses. Where time and resources permit this 
can be an iterative process (Figure 4) in which researchers return to the field to conduct in-depth 
analysis to explain how the different contextual factors influence implementation and outcomes. 
 
 
                                                 
12 On attempts to assess such political contextual variables, see Barron, Diprose and Woolcock (forthcoming). 15 
 









While contextual analysis examines the influence of external factors, process analysis looks at 
the internal organizational processes through which the project is implemented. However, this 
distinction is not rigid as external factors can affect implementation processes (for example, 
political pressures to provide benefits to non-eligible groups or problems within partner agencies 
that can affect the provision of certain services). Process analysis mainly focuses on steps P-2 
(inputs), P-3 (processes) and P-4 (outputs). Some of the main sources of information for process 
analysis are the project’s internal monitoring and administrative systems. While in theory a well-
functioning monitoring system could provide most of the information required for process 
analysis, in practice monitoring systems often are seen as having only a narrow accountability 
function and often only generate a limited set of quantitative indicators. Often (though not 
always), the quality of the information is poor and relies on self-reporting, where the staff 
completing the information have an incentive to avoid problems by checking the boxes saying 
that progress is at least satisfactory. However, even when the quality of data is quite satisfactory, 
most systems rely on quantitative indicators with little attention given to the quality of the 
service delivery, how effectively beneficiaries are involved in planning and management, which 
sectors of the target population do and do not benefit, or the opinions of beneficiaries. A 
common example of the lack of information on beneficiary participation is the fact that many 
monitoring systems provide little or no information on differences in male and female 
participation rates or access to services, or similar information for different ethnic groups. As 
monitoring systems are managed by the implementing agencies, issues such as corruption, major 
absenteeism (by teachers, medical staff or office staff) are rarely addressed. 
 
The mixed method approach to process analysis will build on, and try to strengthen, monitoring 
and other administrative reporting systems while complementing these with a variety of 
quantitative and qualitative techniques. These may include: participant observation (visiting 
schools, clinics, small business programs etc to observe how they operate); key informant 
interviews (including a wide range of different types of informant); focus groups; PRA and other 
participatory group interview techniques; selecting a panel of informants who are visited 
regularly throughout the life of the project; citizen report card surveys (in which a large and 
randomly selected sample of the target population are interviewed about their experiences with, 
and opinions about, public service agencies). It is also possible to make more creative use of 
administrative records and communications through the use of content analysis, review of e-
mails and other internal communications, and analysis of the information and messages provided 
to the public through posters, notice-boards, newsletters and radio announcements. The 
information from all of these sources is used to compare how the project was actually 
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The results of the analysis can be used for three complementary purposes. The first is to provide 
feedback to project management and policymakers to strengthen project implementation and to 
identify any groups or sectors of the target group that are not fully benefiting (and perhaps to 
identify non-eligible groups that are benefiting). The second purpose is to contribute to the 
evaluation by helping interpret the extent to which failure to achieve intended outcomes can be 
attributed to weaknesses in the project design or to problems during implementation. When 
combined with contextual analysis, this can also help explain differences in outcomes in different 
project settings.   
 
The third application of the combined process and contextual analysis is to provide guidance on 
potential project replicability. Conventional statistical evaluation designs match project and 
comparison groups, which in turn provide a robust analysis of differences between typical 
project and typical comparison group members, but by definition makes it impossible to 
determine how effectively the positive project outcomes could be generalized to different 
situations. In other words, the policy recommendation from a conventional statistical impact 
design would be to say: “If the project were replicated to a very similar population group these 
are the results that could be expected”. However, the analysis does not permit recommendations 
on how the project would be likely to perform with different population groups or in different 
contexts. The combination of contextual and process analysis has the capacity to provide at least 
some general guidelines on how the project is likely to perform in different settings and with 
different population groups. 
 
V. Using Mixed Methods to Strengthen Qualitative Evaluations   
 
A frequent criticism of qualitative methods is that they use small and often non-representative 
samples. Mixed methods approaches offer some strategies for responding to these concerns. For 
example, even if it is desirable (for whatever reason) to use small samples, researchers can 
sometimes make careful (and highly strategic) choices about those samples if quantitative 
information on the larger ‘universe’ of cases, and thus the nature of the distribution of key 
variables, is available. For example, selecting a small number of cases that are significantly 
different, as measured by variables collated in (say) a census or a large household survey, can 
give qualitative researchers a stronger basis on which to say something about the larger 
population. Mixed method sampling has great flexibility to select small samples with a range of 
different characteristics that can be used to strengthen the understanding and interpretation of 
quantitative data.  Some of the options include selecting extreme cases, selecting cases that are 
typical of each major group covered by the sample, identifying cases that challenge the research 
hypotheses or that do not conform to the main patterns, or using reputational sampling to select 
people that are outstanding or particularly interesting. A well designed mixed method data 
collection and analysis strategy permits a series of iterations whereby statistical findings can be 
fed back to the qualitative researchers who then generate additional hypotheses or indicators that 
can be explored statistically and that then generate additional questions to be explored in the 
field (see Jha et al 2007). 
 
Dynamic mixed methods designs use and analyze qualitative data quite differently than 
conventional approaches that only use qualitative methods for initial diagnostic studies to help 
develop the data collection instruments for the quantitative studies.  One practical but little used 17 
 
approach is to reserve a limited amount of time and resources to return to the field once the 
quantitative analysis has been completed and the draft evaluation report prepared.  These 
resources are used to either provide more descriptive data on particularly interesting findings or 
to explore inconsistencies in the data (which often lead to some of the most interesting findings).  
For example, a study of village water management in Indonesia found that all except one of the 
village water supply systems were managed by women.  In the one exception it was initially 
assumed that this was a reporting error and the initial reaction was to ignore it.  However, the 
local researchers were able to return to this village and it was discovered that this was the only 
area in which dairy farming was practiced.  In this region only women manage dairy cattle, and 
as this was a very profitable activity the men agreed to manage the water supply to free their 
wives to exploit this income generating opportunity.  In none of the other villages did women 
have opportunities for profitable economic activities so they were assigned to manage the water 
supply (Brown 2000). This proved to be one of the most interesting findings of the study, but it 
could have easily been overlooked. How many other similarly interesting findings are never 
discovered because of the lack of a flexible mixed method design? 
 
With larger sample sizes, mixed methods strategies can also take advantage of new software for 
analyzing qualitative data that enables reams of coded textual information to be aggregated into 
more manageable discrete variables. Such techniques have proved useful in analyzing text from 
newspapers and transcripts of interviews from village meetings (see below). The primary 
comparative advantage of qualitative methods, however, is their capacity to unpack the details 
and idiosyncrasies of local contexts and the processes by which different interaction effects play 
out. This does not mean that ‘large N’ qualitative work is a contradiction in terms; rather that the 
larger the ‘N’ from a qualitative standpoint, the greater the need and opportunity for fruitful 
engagement with quantitative approaches. 
 
VI. Applying Mixed Methods in International Development Programs 
 
This section discusses some of the special challenges in using mixed method approaches in 
project evaluations conducted in developing countries. While mixed method approaches are 
becoming more widely accepted among program evaluators in developed countries (although 
there is still more resistance to their use than is often claimed), there are a number of additional 
challenges for the application of these approaches in developing countries. Mixed method 
designs usually involve additional costs, time and logistical challenges (particularly when 
working in remote rural areas) or where there are security issues (meaning that arrival and 
departure times of the data collectors may have to be coordinated with local security authorities). 
It is also often the case that the professional divisions among different disciplines and research 
centers are often much greater, so that building a multi-disciplinary team can be more time-
consuming and challenging. Many of the central planning and finance ministries that have a 
major role in approving research have a strong quantitative research tradition and may need to be 
convinced that the qualitative component of mixed methods is genuine “professional research”. 
Finally, qualitative research is often associated with radical academics or civil society 
organizations who government agencies fear will deliberately give an anti-government slant to 
their evaluation findings (by, for example, using purposive sampling to select individuals or 
communities that are known to be critical of government programs). 
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We now present three brief case studies illustrating ways in which mixed method approaches 
have been used in developing countries. 
 
Indonesia: The Kecamatan Development Project 
 
The Kecamatan Development Project (KDP) in Indonesia is one of the world’s largest social 
development projects. Implemented in the aftermath of the Suharto era and the East Asian 
financial crisis in 1998, KDP was primarily intended as a more efficient and effective 
mechanism for getting targeted small-scale development assistance to poor rural communities, 
but it was also envisioned as a project that could help to nurture the proto-democratic state at the 
local level. KDP requires villagers to submit proposals for funding to a committee of their peers, 
thereby establishing a new (and, by design, inclusive) community forum for decision making on 
development issues (Guggenheim 2006). Given the salience of conflict as a political and 
development issue in Indonesia, a key evaluation question is whether these forums are in fact 
able to complement existing local-level institutions for conflict resolution and in the process help 
villagers acquire a more diverse, peaceful, and effective set of civic skills for mediating local 
conflict. Such a question does not lend itself to an orthodox standalone quantitative or qualitative 
evaluation, but rather to an innovative mixed-method approach.  
 
In this instance, the team decided to begin with qualitative work, since there was relatively little 
quantitative data on conflict in Indonesia and even less on the mechanisms (or local processes) 
by which conflict is initiated, intensified, or resolved
13. Selecting a small number of appropriate 
sites from across Indonesia’s 3,500 islands and 350 language groups was not an easy task, but 
the team decided that work should be done in two provinces that were very different 
(demographically and economically), in regions within those provinces that (according to local 
experts) demonstrated both a “high” and “low” capacity for conflict resolution, and in villages 
within those regions that were otherwise comparable (as determined by propensity-score 
matching methods) but that either did or did not participate in KDP. Such a design enabled 
researchers to be confident that any common themes emerging from across either the program or 
non-program sites was not wholly a product of idiosyncratic regional or institutional capacity 
factors. Thus quantitative methods were used to help select the appropriate sites for qualitative 
investigation, which then entailed three months of intensive fieldwork in each of the eight 
selected villages (two demographically different regions by two high/low capacity provinces by 
two program/non-program villages). 
 
The results from the qualitative work – useful in themselves for understanding process issues and 
the mechanisms by which local conflicts are created and addressed (see Gibson and Woolcock 
2008) – fed into the design of a new quantitative survey instrument, which will be administered 
to a large sample of households from the two provinces and used to test the generality of the 
hypotheses and propositions emerging from the qualitative work. A dataset on local conflict was 
also assembled from local newspapers. Together, the qualitative research (case studies of local 
conflict, interviews and observation), the newspaper evidence, data on conflict from national-
level surveys and key informant questionnaires provided a broad range of evidence would was 
used to assess the veracity of (and where necessary qualify and contextualize) the general 
                                                 
13 The details on this methodological strategy are provided in Barron, Diprose and Woolcock (forthcoming). 19 
 
hypotheses regarding the conditions under which KDP could (and could not) be part of the 





A recent project evaluating the impact of “panchayat (village government) reform” – democratic 
decentralization in rural India – combines qualitative and quantitative data with a randomized 
trial. In 1992 the Indian government passed the 73rd amendment to the Indian constitution to 
give more power to democratically elected village governments (Gram Panchayats – henceforth 
GPs) by mandating that more funds be transferred to their control and that regular elections be 
held, with one-third of the seats in the village council reserved for women and another third for 
“scheduled castes and tribes” (groups who have traditionally been targets of discrimination). It 
was also mandated that a deliberative space – village meetings (gram sabhas) – be held at least 
two times a year to make important decisions such as the selection of beneficiaries for anti-
poverty programs, and discussing village budgets. 
 
It is widely acknowledged that the state of Kerala has been by far the most effective in 
implementing the 73
rd amendment. There were two elements to this success. The first was that 
the state government devolved significant resources to the GPs with 40% of the state’s 
expenditures allocated to them; the second element was the “People’s Campaign”, a grassroots 
training and awareness-raising effort to energize citizens to participate, with knowledge, in the 
panchayat system. This led to better village plans, widespread and more informed participation, 
and more accountable government. Kerala is, of course, a special case with very literate and 
politically aware citizens (literacy rates are close to 100%). The crucial policy question is 
whether the Kerala experiment can be replicated in much more challenging, and more 
representative settings. 
 
The northern districts of the neighboring state of Karnataka represent such settings. The literacy 
rate is about 40%, with high levels of poverty and a feudal social environment with high land 
inequality. These districts are also known to be beset by corruption and extremely poor 
governance. If a People’s Campaign could work in these districts, it could provide an important 
tool to transform the nature of village of democracy in the country by sharply increasing the 
quality and quantity of citizen participation in the panchayat system and, in turn, have a 
significant effect on the standard of living. Also, these districts have access to two large national 
schemes that have substantially increased the funding of GPs, raising the budget of GPs from 
about 200,000 Indian rupees a year to approximately 4,000,000 rupees. Thus GPs in these 
districts have fulfilled the first element of the Kerala program – high levels of funding. The 
evaluation focuses on assessing the impact of the People’s Campaign.  It randomly assigns 50 
GPs as “treatment”.  Another set of GPs, matched to belong to the same county as the treatment 
GPs and with similar levels of literacy and low caste populations and randomly chosen within 
this subset, have been selected as “control” GPs. (They are also chosen to be at least one GP 
away from treatment GPs to avoid treatment spillover problems.)   
 
                                                 
14 Other examples of mixed methods research in India include Rao (2000, 2001), Rao et al (2003) and Jha et al 
(2007). 20 
 
The “treatment” consists, initially, of a two week program conducted by the Karnataka State 
Institute of Rural Development, which is responsible for all panchayat training in the state and 
has extensive experience in the field. The program trains citizens in participatory planning 
processes, deliberative decision making, and disseminates information about the programs and 
procedures of the panchayat. At the end of two weeks, a village meeting is held where priorities 
are finalized and presented to local bureaucrats. At a meeting with the bureaucrats an 
implementation agreement is reached wherein the bureaucrats commit to providing funding and 
technical support for the selected projects over the course of the year. Following this initial 
training, the GP is monitored with monthly two-day visits over a period of two years in order to 
ensure the program’s progress.   
 
An extensive quantitative baseline survey was implemented in the 200 treatment and control 
villages randomly selected from the 100 selected GPs, and completed a month prior to the 
intervention. The survey instruments, developed after several weeks of investigative field work 
and pre-testing, included village-level modules measuring the quality and quantity of public 
goods, caste and land inequality in the village, and in-depth interviews with village politicians 
and local officials. Twenty households from each village were also randomly chosen for a 
household questionnaire assessing socio-economic status, preferences for public goods, political 
participation, social networks and other relevant variables. Two years later the same sample of 
villages and households were re-interviewed with identical survey instruments. These pre-test 
and post-test quantitative data provide a “gold-standard” quantitative assessment of impact using 
a randomized trial.   
 
To understand “process” issues, however, equal attention was given to in-depth qualitative work.  
A subset of five treatment and five control GPs from the quantitative sample was selected 
purposively for the qualitative investigation. They were selected to compare areas with low and 
high literacy, and different types of administrative variation. A team of qualitative investigators 
visited these villages for a day or two every week over a two year period investigating important 
dimensions of change: political and social dynamics, corruption, economic changes, and network 
affiliation, among other things. Under the supervision of two sociologists, the investigators wrote 
monthly reports assessing these dimensions of change. These reports provide a valuable in-depth 
look at month to month changes in the treatment and control areas that allow the assessment of 
the quality of the treatment, changes introduced by the treatment, and other changes that have 
taken place that are unrelated to the treatment. Thus, the qualitative work provides an 
independent qualitative evaluation of the People’s Campaign, but also supplements findings of 
the quantitative data
15.   
 
An important challenge in understanding the nature of 73
rd amendment is to study participation 
in public village meetings (gram sabhas) held to discuss the problems faced by villagers with 
members of the governing committee. Increases in the quality of this form of village democracy 
would be a successful indicator of improvements in participation and accountability. To analyze 
this, a separate study was conducted on a sample of 300 randomly chosen villages across four 
South Indian states, including Kerala and Karnataka.  Retrospective quantitative data on 
participation in the meetings, however, are very unreliable because people’s memories are 
limited about what may have transpired at a meeting they may have attended. To address this 
                                                 
15 This evaluation is still ongoing and results are not yet available. 21 
 
issue the team decided to record and transcribe village meetings directly. This tactic provided 
textual information that was analyzed to observe directly changes in participation (see Rao and 
Sanyal 2009 and Ban and Rao 2009). Another challenge was in collecting information on 
inequality at the village level. Some recent work has found that sample-based measures of 
inequality typically have standard errors that are too high to provide reliable estimates. PRAs 
were therefore held with one or two groups in the village to obtain measures of land distribution 
within the village. This approach proved to generate excellent measures of land inequality, and 
since these are primarily agrarian economies, measures of land inequality should be highly 
correlated with income inequality. Similar methods were used to collect data on the social 
heterogeneity of the village. All this PRA information has been quantitatively coded, thus 
demonstrating that qualitative tools can be used to collect quantitative data. In this example the 
fundamental impact assessment design was kept intact, and both qualitative and quantitative data 
were combined to provide insights into different aspects of interest in the evaluation of the 
intervention. 
 
Eritrea:  Community Development Fund  
 
The Eritrean Community Development Fund (CDF) was launched soon after Eritrea gained 
independence in the early 1990s, with two objectives: developing cost-effective models for the 
provision of community infrastructure (schools, health care centers, water, environmental 
protection, veterinary and feeder roads), and strengthening the participation of the local 
communities in the selection, implementation and maintenance of the projects. Separate 
evaluations were conducted to assess the implementation and impacts of each of the six 
components. This case describes how mixed methods were used to strengthen the evaluation of 
the feeder roads component (similar approaches were used to assess the health and education 
components). Three feeder roads were being constructed, each between 50-100 kilometers in 
length and each serving many small villages that currently had no access to roads suitable for 
vehicular traffic.   
 
The evaluation was not commissioned until work had already begun on each of the three roads, 
but none of which was yet completed (planning and construction took on average around one 
year with work often interrupted during the rainy season). The evaluation had a relatively modest 
budget and no baseline data had been collected prior to the start of road construction. However, 
the CDF was intended as a pilot project to assess the efficiency and socio-economic outcomes of 
each of the six project components with the view to considering replication in a follow-up 
project. Consequently, policymakers were very interested in obtaining initial estimates, albeit 
only tentative, of the quantitative impacts of each component. Given the rapidly changing 
economic and social environment during the first decade of independence, it was recognized that 
the changes observed over the life of the different project components could not be assumed to 
be due to the project intervention. And the need for some kind of simple attribution analysis was 
recognized, despite the absence of a conventional comparison group. 
 
The possibility was first considered of trying to identify areas with similar socio-economic 
characteristics but which did not have access to a feeder road and that could serve as a 
comparison group. However, it was concluded, as is often the case with the evaluation of the 
social and economic impact of roads, that it would be methodologically difficult to identify 22 
 
comparable areas and in any case extremely expensive to conduct interviews in these areas, even 
if they could be found. Consequently the evaluation used a mixed-method design that combined 
a number of different data sources and that used triangulation to assess the validity and 
consistency of information obtained from different sources. The evaluation combined the 
following elements: 
 
  The evaluation was based on a program theory model that described the steps and 
processes through which the project was expected to achieve its economic and social 
impacts and that identified contextual factors that might affect implementation and 
outcomes. The theory model also strengthened construct validity by explaining more 
fully the wide range of changes that road construction was expected to achieve so that 
impacts could be assessed on a set of quantitative and qualitative indicators. Some of the 
unanticipated outcomes that were identified in this way included: strengthened social 
relations among relatives and friends living in areas that were previously difficult to 
reach, and strengthened and widened informal support networks as people were able to 
draw on financial, in-kind and other support from a geographically broader network.  
  Quantitative survey data was obtained from a stratified sample of households along the 
road who were interviewed three times during and after the road construction (the 
evaluation started too late for a pre-test measure) 
  The baseline conditions of the project population prior to road construction were 
“reconstructed”  by combining: recall of  the time and cost for travel to school, to reach a 
health center, to transport produce to markets, and to visit government agencies in the 
nearest towns; with information from key informants (teachers, health workers, 
community leaders etc); and data from secondary sources. Estimates from different 
sources were triangulated to test for consistency and to strengthen the reliability of the 
estimates. 
  Data on comparison groups, before, during and after road construction were obtained 
from a number of secondary sources. Information on school on attendance by sex and age 
were obtained from the records of a sample of local schools. In some cases the data also 
included the villages from which children came so that it was possible to compare this 
information with recall from the interviews in project villages. Records from local health 
clinics were obtained on the number of patients attended and the medical services 
provided. Unfortunately the records did not permit an analysis of the frequency of visits 
of individual patients so it was not possible to estimate whether there were a relatively 
small number of patients making frequent use of the clinics or a much larger number 
making occasional visits. Most of the local agricultural markets were cooperatives that 
kept records on the volume of sales (by type of produce and price) for each village so this 
provided a valuable comparison group. It was planned to use vehicle registration records 
to estimate the increase in the number and types of vehicles before and after road 
construction. However, qualitative observations revealed that many drivers “forgot” to 
register their vehicles so this source was not very useful. 
  Process analysis was used to document the changes that occurred as road construction 
progressed. This combined periodic observation of the number of small businesses along 
the road, changes in the numbers of people travelling and the proportions on foot, using 
animal traction, bicycles and different kinds of vehicles. 23 
 
  Country-level data on agricultural production and prices, available over a number of 
years, provided a broader picture and also to correct for seasonal variations in 
temperature and rainfall (both between different regions and over time). This was 
important in order to avoid the error of measuring trends from only two points in time. 
 
All of the data sources were combined to develop relatively robust estimates of a set of social 
and economic changes in the project areas over the life of the project, and to compare these 
changes with a counterfactual (what would have been the condition of the project areas absent 
the project) constructed through combining data from a number of secondary sources. The 
credibility of the estimates of changes that could be (at least partially) attributed to the project 
intervention was then tested through focus groups with project participants, discussions with key 
informants, and direct observation of the changes that occurred during project implementation.   
 
This evaluation, conducted with a relatively modest budget, and drawing on the kinds of 
secondary data and recall information that are often available, illustrates how mixed method 
designs can offer a promising approach to developing an alternative to the conventional 
statistical counterfactual, thus strengthening our understanding of the potential impacts of the 
majority of projects where the conventional counterfactual cannot be applied. 
 




While dramatic progress has been made in the application of mixed methods in the US and some 
other industrial nations, and despite a slow but steady increase in published studies in developing 
countries, a number of challenges continue to face evaluators wishing to apply mixed methods in 
the monitoring and evaluation of development projects and policies in these contexts.   
 
A first challenge is the fact that mixed methods have been the evaluation design of choice for 
many development agencies for many years.  However, many of these evaluations used 
somewhat ad hoc approaches and most do not apply the kinds of methodological and conceptual 
rigor that is required by academic journals such as the Journal of Mixed Method Research.  So 
the mixed method approach is not new per se, but the professional, financial and other resources 
have usually not been available to increase methodological rigor. 
 
While it is claimed (although not everyone would agree) that the “paradigm wars” are long 
ended in the US and Europe and that there is a general acceptance of mixed method approaches, 
in many, but certainly not all, developing countries the divisions between quantitative and 
qualitative researchers are still quite pronounced. In some countries qualitative researchers tend 
to be (or are perceived as being) more politically radical than their quantitative colleagues, so 
this can provide a further complication. Indeed, for precisely this reason. autocratic regimes are 
often amenable to training engineers and statisticians to help ‘manage’ the state but are much 
less sympathetic towards disciplines such as anthropology, sociology and journalism that might 
unearth material questioning the claims and legitimacy of the regime. Even in more open 
societies, this often means that, in practical terms, considerable time and effort is usually 
required to identify and build a team of local researchers who can work well together on a mixed 24 
 
methods approach. Unfortunately the planning of many development evaluations does not allow 
much time for team building, so often the result can be two separate strands of quantitative 
surveys not very clearly linked to in-depth case studies or other qualitative data collection.   
 
A related challenge in many developing countries has been the fact that most senior officials in 
central finance and planning agencies have been trained in economics and quantitative methods 
and at least until recently many have been suspicious of qualitative methods that are “not really 
professional research” so many research and consulting agencies have had little incentive to 
develop a mixed method capacity.  In the last few years many research agencies are trying to 
strengthen their capacity in mixed method approaches but this continues to be a weak area. 
 
Another practical problem is the lack of local expertise in mixed method research in many 
countries. The more rigid division between quantitatively and qualitatively-oriented university 
faculties also means that in many countries not many courses are offered on mixed methods. It 
has been our experience that many university-based consulting centers that have a strong track 
record in quantitative research have found it difficult to integrate a solid qualitative component to 
their evaluation. Too often a few somewhat ad hoc focus groups are tacked on to the end of the 
quantitative evaluation with no clear link to the rest of the study. 
 
There are also many practical logistical challenges in applying mixed methods in many 
development contexts. Many development evaluations require data collection in remote rural 
areas or in urban areas where security threats makes it more difficult to use the flexible 
approaches required by mixed methods. For example, in some studies all data collectors have to 
be transported together to remote locations and all need to arrive and leave at the same time so 
that qualitative interviewers do not have the flexibility to take advantage of invitations to social 
events such as weddings, parties, funerals that are excellent opportunities to observe the 
community in action. In many countries police or military authorities may also require exact 




The growing interest in mixed methods, combined with recognition of the special challenges, 
presents a number of exciting opportunities for strengthening the use of mixed methods in 
development evaluations. 
 
A first area of opportunity is in developing effective monitoring systems.  While there is a 
widespread acceptance that monitoring is essential for good project implementation, much less 
thought has been given to the design of monitoring systems than to methods to evaluate project 
impact.  Mixed methods with their ability for the rapid and economical collection of data 
customized to the characteristics of a particular program and providing information that can be 
easily contextualized can be very helpful in monitoring design. 
 
While well designed monitoring systems can potentially provide a wealth of data to strengthen 
the evaluation design, as we saw earlier these benefits are only achieved if monitoring and 
evaluation are treated as two components of a program management system.  This requires that 
the data requirements for the future impact evaluation are built into the monitoring systems in a 25 
 
way that ensures that high quality data is collected and organized in the format required for the 
evaluation analysis.  While this may seem a relatively straightforward task, in practice it presents 
a major organizational challenge as the evaluation team is not normally consulted during the 
design of the monitoring system.  During the hectic period when projects are being negotiated, 
staff hired and implementation arrangements put in place, project managers are often unwilling 
to spend extra time (and resources) to worry about the requirements of an evaluation that will not 
produce findings for several years.  So the incentive system for management may need to be 
changed as well as broadening the role of the evaluation team and ensuring their involvement at 
an earlier stage in the project design.  
   
 A second area of opportunity is the fact that strong statistical evaluation designs, even if they are 
believed to be the best option, can only be applied in a small number of development 
evaluations. Until this situation changes, the body of literature on how to strengthen evaluation 
designs for the remaining (i.e., the majority of) evaluations is very limited and this provides a 
unique opportunity for developing mixed method designs that make the most effective use of the 
many, but often incomplete, sources of quantitative and qualitative information that can be 
generated. Mixed method designs are intended to address exactly this kind of challenge and there 
are strong opportunities for the application of practical, cost effective mixed method evaluations.  
 
A third major area of opportunity concerns developing alternatives to the conventional statistical 
counterfactual. There is now widespread acceptance that the use of randomized trials, and 
statistically matched project and control designs, can provide a valid counterfactual. More 
generally, there is an increasing awareness that all development agencies need to be able to 
address the question: “How do we know that the observed changes in the project population can 
be attributed to our intervention?”, or put another way: “How can we estimate what would have 
been the condition of the project population if our project had not taken place?” We have argued 
here that techniques such as concept mapping or qualitative group consultation methodologies 
such as PRA can be used to construct a counterfactual, but this is still a nascent area of research 
and no widely accepted alternatives to the conventional counterfactual have yet been found.  
This is another area of opportunity for mixed methods. 
 
Some of the other areas of opportunity include: refining approaches to mixed method sampling; 
incorporating process and contextual analysis into strong statistical designs; reconstructing 
baseline data and using mixed methods to generate more reliable estimates of unobservables in 
econometric analysis; and improving the extent to which project efficacy is assessed not only 
with respect to a counterfactual but to where it should be relative to other projects of a particular 
type at a given time interval.  Furthermore, the development community is moving away from 
support for individual projects to funding of complex multi-component, multi-agency national 
level development programs. There is a growing demand for new evaluation methods to assess 
the outcomes of these complex programs, and these are areas in which mixed methods, with their 
flexibility to draw on and integrate many different sources of information, can make a valuable 
contribution. 
 
A final challenge for mixed method evaluation is to provide guidelines on minimum levels of 
acceptable methodological rigor when drawing on diverse data sources that are often collected 
under tight budget and time constraints or where much of the data is collected under difficult 26 
 
circumstances. Conventional threats to validity analysis have still not been widely applied to 
mixed method evaluations, and there is an opportunity to develop standards that ensure a 
satisfactory level of methodological rigor while also being realistic. There is a challenge of on 
the one hand avoiding the “anything goes” approach of some evaluators who believe that given 
the difficult situations in which they are working they cannot be held accountable to normal 
standards of rigor, while on the other avoiding the claim of some academic researchers who 
would apply exactly the same criteria to the assessment of an evaluation of a program to prevent 
sexual harassment of women in refugee camps as they would to a large federally funded 
evaluation of education-to-work programs in a US city. At the end of the day, it should only be 
logical that knowledge claims regarding the efficacy of the diverse range of development 
projects, in all the diverse contexts in which they are deployed, should be made on the basis of an 
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